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Frequent Itemset
Hannu Toivonen
Department of Computer Science,
University of Helsinki,
Helsinki, Finland

Synonyms
Frequent set

The idea generalizes far beyond examples consisting
of sets. The pattern class can be re-defined, e.g., to be
(frequent) subsequences rather than itemsets; or original data can often be transformed to a suitable representation, e.g., by considering each discrete attribute-value
pair or an interval of a continuous attribute as an individual item. In such more general settings, the term
7frequent pattern is often used. Another direction to
generalize frequent itemsets is to consider other conditions than frequency on the patterns to be discovered;
see 7constraint-based mining for more details.

Definition
Frequent itemsets (Agrawal et al., , ) are a form
of 7frequent pattern. Given examples that are sets of
items and a minimum frequency, any set of items that
occurs at least in the minimum number of examples is
a frequent itemset.
For instance, customers of an on-line bookstore
could be considered examples, each represented by the
set of books he or she has purchased. A set of books,
such as {“Machine Learning,” “The Elements of Statistical Learning,” “Pattern Classification,”} is a frequent
itemset if it has been bought by sufficiently many customers. Given a frequency threshold, perhaps only .
or .% for an on-line store, all sets of books that have
been bought by at least that many customers are called
frequent. Discovery of all frequent itemsets is a typical data mining task. The original use has been as part
of 7association rule discovery. 7Apriori is a classical
algorithm for finding frequent itemsets.
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